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“Social what?”

"A social networking site is an online location where a user can create a profile and build a 
personal network that connects them to other users." flickr? wikipedia? group blog? 
del.icio.us? 



“Why so popular?”

    * nothing to install, nothing to buy    * collaborative environments
    * "get laid or get paid" (*)    * what's changed while you're away? (*)
    * For Many: Your Friends Are There    * For You: Your Patrons Are There 



“How so popular?”
Social network analysis first entered popular consciousness in 1967. Stanley Milgram asked a 
group of volunteers to forward letters via acquaintances.... Milgram's "it's a small world after 
all" conclusion was that instead of taking dozens of hops, as expected, a typical letter 
reached its destination in just six steps--giving rise to the now-famous "six degrees" theory 
of social connection. 



“That guy?”
You may know him as the zapper guy



the spying problem
the spying problem "The Achilles heel of social networking technology: privacy. The intensive 
data mining and background snooping required to develop an accurate picture of social 
networks is likely to make many citizens (and employees) uneasy."



intellectual 
freedom

"Intellectual freedom is the right 
of every individual to both seek 
and receive information from all 
points of view without restriction. 
It provides for free access to all 

expressions of ideas through 
which any and all sides of a 

question, cause or movement may 
be explored."



who is on top? 

Have you even 
heard of 

most of these sites?

facebook: 200 million users (70% outside the US, a year ago: 70 mil)
flickr: 3 billion photos
twitter: 4.4 mil. unique visitors



who are we talking about?

library 
patrons

library
employees

users of social software who.... are library employees, are library patrons



who are we talking about?

library 
patrons

library
employees

users of social software who.... are library employees, are library patrons



shallow or deep?

Two social/library community situations.... in a deep network users are already networked 
and libraries are responding to a situation that exists. in a shallow network like the one I 
work in libraries are setting up the connections and saying "this is what we think is 
important” The shallow network has more to think about...



some libraries actively court people into social media



opt in vs opt out - “facebook knows what you did last summer”



horror stories

everyone has a horror story - we’re not going to talk too much about them.



is it your concern that people’s parents are on facebook? is that an IF concern?



is it your fault if people get in trouble because they’re using social software badly? Is that an 
intellectual freedom concern?



what we do now
IF concerns include tools we already use & implications: OPACs, email, IM, Google toolbar



why we care

Libraries care why? This will affect our abilities in the areas of: Outreach, Reference and esp 
"User-generated content"



why we’re careful

We must be cautious why? * We made a promise * We model decent practices * Special digital 
divide considerations    * Recombining data leads to things we may not have thought of 
(examples...) 



cat/bag

people paranoid about census.... discuss AOL problem



do you know where I live?
combining data used to be hard, now it’s easy and largely automated. This is a porny 
website. People put photos of themselves and their iphones online. BUT some of the photos 
have geoloc data. oh my.



what’s our legal footing?
Laws to be aware of    * constitution - privacy expectation (more) * COPPA (more) - minors
    * HIPAA    * state library privacy laws * CIPA/DOPA



"Example Library may collect Personally 
Identifiable Information through online 
forms, such as forms to register, order, 

contact us, sign up for a Newsletter, or the 
like, through your user profile or through 
your posts in blogs, on a bulletin board or 

on a comparable experience space on 
Example Library's web site."

[sample]

what needs nailing down  - Sample privacy policy  explain: data collection, sharing, retention



3 data types
personal

relational/transactional

behavioral

What sorts of data? explain: which data you do this with    * personal  * relational/
transactional * behavioral 



getting  a  policy
take your users’ experience into consideration

“we allow” vs. “we disallow”

moderation is okay and doesn’t make you a censor

responsive = good; reactive = bad

Getting a privacy policy    * Define your terms for novice users   * It's okay to set guidelines 
and acceptable use policies "we allow" in addition to "we don't allow"    * It's okay to moderate
    * Update as necessary, but try not to be reactive     * UC privacy policy pages and other 
library examples    * Social software policies 



It’s not so much that we have to be there because it’s cool but that there are other reasons 
people are using social software and if we’re going to make the effort to be there we should 
make the effort to do it right and respect the values and boundaries of our patrons and staff.



Thank You!
questions?
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